ABSTRACT: One of the most important areas of mathematics education that must be developed from a young age is geometry. Various studies state that arithmetic, geometry, and measurement are three mathematical disciplines that must be prioritized in early childhood education. This research aims to determine the effect of the Somatic, Auditory, Visual, and Intellectual (SAVI) learning model on the geometric abilities of children aged 5-6 years. This research uses a pre-experimental experimental method with a one-group pretest-posttest design. The sample in this study was 18 children aged 5-6 years old Harapan Bunda Kindergarten Pancung Sol Pesisir Selatan. Data collection was obtained from observation and documentation, then the data was analyzed using paired sample tests. The results obtained in this research are that the SAVI model can improve the geometric abilities of children aged 5-6 years. This is known from the results of the paired sample t-test, which obtained a significance value of 0.000 < 0.05, which means $H_0$ is rejected and $H_a$ is accepted so that children's initial mathematical abilities, geometry, increase through the SAVI learning model. Children may become actively involved in their education with the help of the SAVI learning model, particularly when it comes to teaching them geometric forms. Because the teacher may utilize real items to aid in learning, children can recognize and retain the geometric forms around them as they grow older.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Education must be carried out from an early age, starting from early childhood education. Early childhood education is the foundation for children to develop all their potential and aspects of child development which are called early childhood. The development obtained during this period greatly influences the child's subsequent development. Early childhood is also a golden period for children that cannot be repeated so that children's development must be done as well as possible (Hariawan et al, 2019). Currently, brain development in children has a very important influence on aspects of child development. This is proven by the research results of Gilmore et al., (2018) that human brain development from birth to early childhood is very fast and dynamic so it is important to build aspects of development in children. One branch of cognition that is very important to develop from an early age is mathematical ability. Hardy and Hemmeter (2019) say that early mathematics ability is an important predictor for early childhood which is very influential on children's subsequent academic achievement. There are so many things that children get when learning mathematics, such as learning about geometry.

This is in line with what Hosain and Wiest (2013) said that geometry is an important area of mathematical study that is taught from the early grades and is used widely in real life situations. Geometry learning in early childhood must be done in stages, starting from the easiest to the most difficult (Partini et al, 2017). This is because young children need the opportunity to explore 2D and 3D geometric shapes freely. Teachers are required to be able to introduce the names and characteristics of each geometric shape, such as 2D geometric shapes consisting of squares, rectangles, triangles, and circles, while 3D shapes include balls, cylinders, parallelograms, diamonds, etc. Geometry learning should be taught in a real way, that way children will enrich their own knowledge about geometric shapes, both 2D and 3D geometric shapes. Apart from that, Selmi et al., (2014) also explain that by studying geometry children can explore the shapes of objects, the properties of these shapes, and how these objects are related to each other. Geometric thinking that young children can know and recognize several names and geometric shapes through children's experiences in everyday life (Ozcakir et al., 2019). For example, in learning activities children will know the geometric shape of a triangle, children will know that a triangle has 3 sides that meet each other and has 3 vertices. Then, children learn about triangular geometric objects such as house roofs, clothes hangers, birthday hats, etc. This will make it easier for children to differentiate between 2D and 3D geometric shapes, for example children know that a circle is a 2D geometric shape while a ball is a 3D geometric shape.

Based on the results of observations regarding children's geometric abilities in Harapan Bunda Kindergarten, Pancung Soal sub-district, Pesisir Selatan, there are still many children who have low geometric abilities. This can be seen when children make mistakes in showing geometric shapes which are exemplified by surrounding objects, especially 3D geometric shapes (tubes and balls). As a result, children find it difficult to differentiate
between geometric shapes and objects in 2D and 3D geometric shapes. Then, children also make mistakes when saying the names of each geometric shape, including square, rectangular, triangle, circle, ball, and tube, which are the 2D and 3D shapes that children most often encounter in everyday life. Not only that, but children also hesitate when mentioning geometric shapes, whether they are given examples with objects around the child or not. This happens because so far there has been no special model that teachers use to actively improve children's geometric abilities.

One effort to overcome the problems that occur is to provide a learning model so that children's geometric abilities can develop well, namely by using Somatic, Auditory, Visual, Intellectual (SAVI) learning model. The SAVI learning model is designed so that children can learn actively by using all their five senses, such as learning by doing and moving, learning by listening and speaking, learning by seeing and observing, and learning by thinking and solving problems. In line with what Meier (2000) stated, the SAVI learning model is learning that combines physical movement with intellectual activity, where the use of all five senses has a big influence on the learning process.

Utami and Harianja (2023) also say that the SAVI learning model is a child-centered model so that it can make children active and directly involved in the learning process. This is supported by Andrianti et al., (2016) that the SAVI learning model is a learning process based on children's activities that can move actively both physically and using the five senses so that the child's entire body and mind can be involved. Active involvement of children in the learning process has built children's understanding step by step (Amineh & Asl, 2015). In line with results study Kencanawati, et al., (2020) that the SAVI learning model can increase participation and activity Study student. For that, this research purpose to find out the effect of using the SAVI learning model as effort improve the geometric abilities of children aged 5-6 years.

2 THEORETICAL STUDY

2.1 Somatic, Auditory, Visual, and Intellectual (SAVI) Learning Model

The SAVI learning model is one approach from accelerated learning discovered by Dave Meier. Meier created a learning-centered model to participant educate, where participant educate involved active in the learning process so that can build knowledge based on with experience gained. The SAVI learning model is based on theory Study Piaget's constructivism, Piaget argued that in the learning process child try in a way active understand their world and accept stimulation information Then appreciate through their experience can with arrange mental structure in cycles assimilation and accommodation in a way sequentially (Pauli & Reusser, 2015). Wijaya et al., (2021) added that The SAVI (Somatic, Auditory, Visualization, Intellectually) learning model is one from type of learning model cooperative, involved learning all sense in activity Study.

SAVI learning model was designed so child can Study in a way active with move all five existing senses, because lots difficult child for concentrate without do something in a way physique. The SAVI learning model is demanding participant educate involve all
over five sense in learning, so student more interested to material presented will impact on results Study students (Sulaksana et al., 2018; Yudiari et al., 2015; Yuliana & Sisma, 2019). Septia, et al., (2023) also said that the SAVI learning model can make atmosphere Study become more interesting and fun Because involve use all tool senses you have participant educate, not only hear and see teacher's explanation but there is a visual medium for Look, students try For explain and practice lesson, discussion fellow Friend as well as ask fellow friends and teachers so learning also happens more communicative and more can optimizing potential learning you have participant educate. This matter strengthened with Thersia et al., (2019) statement that a conducive and active learning process can realized through a combined learning model with approach interesting learning so that capable become corner look for determine activity learning.

SAVI learning model has four element Study among them Study with moving and doing (somatic), learning with speaking, and listening (auditory), learning with observing (visual), learning with solve problems and thinking (intellectual) (Murti et al., 2019). All the elements of the SAVI learning model have mixed and matched between one and another as well own linkages meaning. In carrying out teacher learning must involve all existing elements, so that learning become more maximum. Sarnoko et al., (2016) said that learning with involve all elements contained in the SAVI learning model can awaken intelligence child in a way integrated through merger movement physical and activity intellectual, creating environment and atmosphere positive, varied, interesting and effective, productive learning creativity and ability psychomotor child as well as maximizing sharpness concentration child through sight, hearing and knowledge.

2.2 Geometry Ability

Geometry is involving abilities, shape, size, space, position direction and movement. In life very much everyday shaped objects, like geometry Good shaped 2D and 3D geometry. Gejard and Melender (2018) also have opinion that geometry is field related mathematics with statement shape, size, relative position of images, properties space and relationships points, lines, and shapes. Ivrendi et al., (2018) also explained that There is a number of a must aspect developed in learning geometry like introduction shape, find feature shape, appearance mental form, proximity, symmetry, movement, and topology. However, in learning child preschool only develop learning about understanding topology. Topology here interpreted with studies geometry quantitative without exists numbers, measurements, and calculations like introduce form, characteristics, and properties geometry.

Learning geometry in children preschool must done in a way gradually, started from the easiest until with the most difficult (Partini et al., 2017). This matter because child preschool need chance for explore form 2D and 3D geometry free. Teachers are sued for can introduce names and characteristics from each form geometry like form 2D geometry consists of square, square length, triangle, and circle whereas 3D shapes include balls, cylinders, parallelograms, diamonds, etc. Further, this is also explained by Gejard and Melender (2018) that teachers must can provide explanation about draft learning correct
geometry to child, push child for explore shapes geometry moment activity learning and identifying plans and needs study for child.

Teacher knowledge about geometry own impact direct to method teach they to children (Tutak & Adams, 2015). What teachers teach and how they transfer knowledge that to child in a way direct influence understanding children's learning (Birel et al., 2020). Learning geometry should give in a way real, with so child will enrich his knowledge Alone about forms geometry good form 2D and 3D geometry. Apart from that, Selmi et al., (2014) also explains that with Study geometry child can explore form thing, nature from from these, as well How objects each other relate. Student of preschool can know and recognize some name and form geometry through experience child in life every day (Ozcakir et al., 2019). For that's important introduce and improve ability geometry since early.

3 METHOD

This research is quantitative research with experimental methods. The experimental method used is a pre-experimental design in the form of a one-group pretest - posttest design, in this design the researcher carries out two measurements, before being treated (pretest) and after being given treatment (posttest) to be able to determine the effect of the treatment SAVI learning model on the geometry abilities of early childhood. Sampling in this research used a purposive sample technique. The sample in this study consisted of 18 children aged 5-6 in group B of Harapan Bunda Kindergarten, Pancung Soal sub-district, Pesisir Selatan.

3.1 Instrument

The instrument in this research uses a teacher-made test in the form of a six-item statement consisting of an oral test and an action test. Instruments are used to make research easier, and the results are more accurate, complete, and systematic so that the data is easier to process. The geometric ability instrument is a tool for measuring children's geometric abilities. This research instrument can be used after conducting validity and reliability tests (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Sub Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Statement Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometry Ability</td>
<td>Compile</td>
<td>Arranging shapes geometry</td>
<td>Children are capable compile forms geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mention</td>
<td>Mention form geometry</td>
<td>Children are capable mention forms geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mention shaped objects geometry</td>
<td>Children are capable mention shaped objects 2D geometry. Children are capable mention shaped objects 3D geometry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Differentiate object shaped 2D and 3D geometry</td>
<td>Children are capable differentiate object shaped 2D and 3D geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classify</td>
<td></td>
<td>Classify form the same geometry</td>
<td>Children are capable classify forms the same geometry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Data Collection

The data collection techniques used consist of observation and documentation. Observations were carried out by looking at the children's pre-test and post-test results after using the SAVI learning model, then assessed using a checklist format adapted to the assessment criteria in the ECE curriculum using four assessment criteria. The assessment criteria for this research are very well developed given a score of 4, developing according to expectations given a score of 3, starting to develop given a score of 2, not yet developed given a score of 1. Meanwhile, documentation is carried out to strengthen the data. Observation, where documentation contains photos and videos of children's activities while learning before and after being given treatment. The collected data was analyzed using the normality test, homogeneity test and hypothesis test (paired sample test).

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results

The purpose of this research focuses improving children's geometric abilities through the SAVI learning model with hypothesis testing analysis (paired sample test) to formulate results. The results of this research show that there is an increase in children's geometric abilities through the SAVI learning model carried out by the teacher. This research data was obtained from observations aimed at children through documentation of several photos and videos. Then data analysis was carried out using normality tests, homogeneity tests, and hypothesis tests to find out and show differences before and after treatment. The following is the data on the pre-test and post-test results in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Calculation Results of Pre-Test Scores and Post-Test Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N=18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the Table 2, it shows that children's geometric abilities before being given treatment had a low average, namely 63.03. Meanwhile, children's geometric abilities after being treated through the SAVI learning model increased to an average of 85.57 for 18 children. Before the data is analyzed using the paired sample test, the data must be normally distributed and proven to be homogeneous. The data from the calculation results of the normality test and homogeneity test can be seen in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Normality Test Calculation Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometry Ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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From Table 3, before and after being treated with the SAVI learning model to improve children's geometric skills, data was normally distributed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk formulas with the help of SPSS.26 windows, where data is normal if p > 0.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry Ability</th>
<th>Levene Statistics</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.432</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 4 above, the significance value (sig) for geometric ability is 0.516, which means more than 0.05 (0.516 > 0.05), so it can be concluded that the data variance using the Levene Statistics formula is rocky with the help of SPSS.26 windows and is proven to be homogeneous. This is because data is called homogeneous if p > 0.05. The following data results from the hypothesis using the paired sample t-test in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry Ability</th>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Std. Error Difference</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

From table 5 above, the paired sample t-test obtained a significance value of 0.000, which is smaller than the error level of 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05). Based on these results, it can be stated that $H_0$ is rejected, and $H_a$ is accepted. The SAVI learning model can improve the geometry abilities of children aged 5-6 years.

4.2 Discussion

Geometry skills play an important role in everyday life, it could be said that geometry is inseparable from everyday life (Hwang et al., 2019). Hwang et al (2018) added that the environment can stimulate and grow children's knowledge about geometric characteristics based on the objects around them. Children cannot be separated from the objects around them. Since they were small children, they have been familiar with nearby objects which are shaped like geometric shapes, for example cupboards, tables, books, balls, or other objects which are used to fulfill their needs in daily life and for playing purposes.

In learning geometry there are levels of geometric thinking which are useful for measuring children's geometric abilities. Children must go through all these levels because children will not be able to reach a level of thinking without going through the previous level and each level also shows the thinking abilities that children use in learning geometry. Children aged 5-6 years have a geometric thinking level at level 1 (visualization). In accordance with van Hiele's theory, at stage 1 (visualization) children recognize and identify geometric shapes based on their appearance which are similar to objects in the real world, such as children seeing wall clocks as "circle" geometric shapes, children seeing books as "square" geometric shapes, children see the blackboard as a "rectangle" geometric shape, children see the roof of the house as a "triangle" geometric
shape, children see the ball as a "ball" geometric shape and children see drinking water bottles as a "tube" geometric shape.

The SAVI learning model influences children's geometric abilities, where during the activity, children are directed to be more active in expressing their ideas and knowledge so that children can solve problems based on their experiences. Children's knowledge is stimulated with the help of media in the form of 2D and 3D geometry and then connected with concrete objects around the child which are like 2D and 3D geometric shapes. With this stimulation, it is easier for children to solve problems when asked to arrange, name, differentiate and classify 2D and 3D geometric shapes and objects in 2D and 3D geometric shapes, because children directly experience learning activities and children's geometric abilities can also be well stimulated.

Geometry learning refers to all the elements in the SAVI learning model, the learning activities carried out will stimulate children to be more active, children will learn by doing/moving, listening, and then talking, seeing, and observing and thinking to solve problems given by the teacher. All elements of the SAVI learning model have been combined and matched with each other and have related meanings. Sarnoko et al., (2016) say that learning by involving all the elements contained in the SAVI learning model can awaken children's intelligence in an integrated manner through combining physical movement and intellectual activity, creating a positive, varied, interesting and effective learning environment and atmosphere, produces children's creativity and psychomotor abilities and maximizes children's sharpness of concentration through vision, hearing, and knowledge.

Apart from that, when learning activities use the SAVI learning model, children look enthusiastic because learning is done in a fun way, children learn by doing, hearing, seeing, and solving problems (Utami & Harianja, 2023). In line with what Gohel (2020) explains, the auditory learning process (hearing) makes children learn by remembering all the information based on what they hear. Meanwhile, visual learning (seeing) can help students to develop visual thinking so that students become better at understanding, retaining information, and relating ideas, words, concepts, and images (Raiyn, 2016). Through listening and seeing activities, audio and visual and audio-visual learning styles make it easier to understand the material.

The results of this research are not much different from the results of previous research, in the research results of Sahara et al., (2018) show that discovery learning using the SAVI approach has a positive influence on children's mathematics learning achievement, especially in learning geometry. Apart from that, the research results of Dewi et al., (2018) also show that the SAVI learning model with the help of Lego media can improve children's cognitive abilities by obtaining an $F_{count}$ of 6.465 and improve children's language skills by obtaining an $F_{count}$ of 3.860. Then, the research results of Utami and Harianja (2023) also show that the SAVI learning model is declared feasible for stimulating students' abilities.
The learning process is still centered on the teacher (teacher center), the teacher uses the classical learning model with lecture, question and answer methods and provides several activities for children to complete. Basically, teachers in various Kindergartens have carried out activities to stimulate geometric skills such as folding, cutting, filling in patterns and coloring, but these are not interesting enough to stimulate children's geometric abilities so that children can remember, understand, and not get bored. Geometry learning should be designed in an interesting way so that children can easily remember and understand it, such as making children active in every activity, both in terms of doing, speaking, observing, and thinking as well as mixing and matching non-concrete and concrete learning media. Teachers’ creative and innovative ideas in teaching geometric shapes to children need to be conveyed optimally so that learning objectives can be achieved well because in fact every child has different geometric abilities. Therefore, teachers must be able to encourage children to be interested in and like geometry so that children do not get bored when carrying out learning activities.

5 CONCLUSION

The results of this research indicate that the SAVI learning model can be used to introduce the geometric abilities of children aged 5-6 years as proven by the results of the paired sample t-test hypothesis test which obtained a significance value of 0.000 < 0.05 so that there are differences before and after being given treatment using the SAVI learning model. The SAVI learning model can make children active in the learning process, especially in introducing geometric shapes to children. That way, children can know and remember the geometric shapes around them until they grow up because in the learning process the teacher can use concrete objects around the child.
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